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ABSTRACT
An off-design performance loss moOel is
developed for variable-area (pivoted vane)
radial turbines. The variation in Stator
loss with stator area is detemined by a
viscous loss model while the variation in
rotor loss due to stator area variation (for
no stator end-clearance gap} is determined
through analytical matching of experimental
dat_. An incidence loss model is also basea
on matching of the experimental data. A
stator vane end-clearance leakage model is
developed and sample calculations are made
to show the predicted effects of stator vane
end-clearance leakage on performance.
Meitner
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FOR AUTOMOTIVE OR HELICOPTER APPLICATION_
gas turbine engine must operate over a wiot
range of power settings. Conventional en-
• k • _ _ _V _' _ ........ginc _,,rot.l...gi_=.+ power op=r_tion) it
achieved by reducing engine speed, and
therefore cycle pressure ratio, and tempera-
ture, which reduces overall thermal effi-
ciency. To reduce engine thermal efficiency
loss at part power, it is desirable to main-
tain constant engine speed, pressure ratio
and temperature, while throttling with in-
ternal area changes to reduce flow, and thus
power. A radial turbine with variable area
stators can be operated in this manner over
a broad flow range, a'd if high turbine
efficiency can be main dined, it can con-
tribute significantly _o high engine perfor-
mance at part power. However, the effect of
stator area variation and stator end-
clearance leakage on turbine performance
must be known for proper engine performance
prediction.
This paper presents a lossmodel for
the off-design performance prediction of
radial turbines with pivoted vane, variable-
area stators. Themodel is based on a pre-
vious loss model (1)* which con_iders sta-
tar, incidence, and rotor losses, but which
does not consider their variations with sta-
tor area changes. In the loss model pre-
sented herein, the effect of stator area
variation on stator loss is accounted for by
a viscous loss model, while the effects on
rotor loss (for no st_tor end-clearance gap)
are obtained by analytical matching of ex-
perimental data. The experimental d_a is
also used to obtain a revised incidence loss
model. Finally, a clearance flow model is
proposed to account for the effects of sta-
tor vane end-clearance leakage. Sample cal-
culations are made to show the predicted
effects of stator end-clearance leakage on
performance for this model.
SYMBOLS
A area, m2
AR stator-to-rotor throat area ratio
B blockage factor at stator exit, ratio
of area inside blade passage to area Meitner
outside blade passage
C modifier, set equal to 1.0
c stator vane total clearance, m 2
kinetic energy loss coefficient
•Numbers in parentheses designate
References at end of paper.
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h stator vane passage height from _ub to
shroud, m
i incidence angle, degrees (defined by
K rotor loss coefficient
L kinetic energy loss, Jlkg
I surface length, m
n incidence exponent
PR stator total-pressure ratio (defined
by Eq. 12))
P absolute _ressure, NI_
Q volume flow rate, m31sec or critical
velocity ratio function (defined by
Eq. (7))
r radius, m
Re Reynolds number based on stator vane
chord
s blade spacing ct blade row exit, m
t trailing edge tnickness, n
V absolutp '.elocity, mls
W relative velocity, mls
w mass flow rate, kgls
a fluio absolute flow _nglemeasured
from radial direction at stations
O, 1, L, and 3 and from axial direc-
tion at stations 4 and 5, deg
fluid relative flow angle measured
from radial direction at stations
O, I, Z, and 3 and from axial direc-
tion at stations 4 and 5, de9
y ratio of specific heats
• momentumthickness, m
p density, kgim 3
Subscripts:
c clearance
IN incidence
opt optimum
p main passage
R rotor
r radial component
ref reference
t total
u tangential component
0 station at turbine inlet
I station immediately upstream of stator
exit
2 station immediately downstream of
stator exit Meitner
2D two-dimensional
3 station immediately upstream of rotor
inlet 3
3D three-dimensional
4 station immediately upstream of rotor
exit i
i
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LOSSMOOEL
Figure ! showsa cross-section of a
t_icai r_iai turblneand indicatesthe
flow stationspertinentto the loss_el
Oescription.The loss_el presentedhere-
in is base(lon the loss_el of (I), in
which radial turOine performance is modeled
by stator, rotor and incidence losses. This
mxlel is mxlifleO to account for the effects
of stator area variation, end vane enO-
clearance leakage. In aOdition, the inci-
dence loss model is changeOfor better
agreement with test data.
STATORLOSS- The stator loss model
considers the vane passage flow, the clear-
ance flow, and the mixingprocess, whiCh
alSO includes the suOdenincrease in flow
area at the trailingedge.
_ow - lhe statorpassagere-
isgion definedas the regionbetweenthe
vanesand extendingthe height(h - C) of
the vanes. Since the vane exit anglecan be
assumedfrom the turbinegeometry,the vane
passageflow rate is
Wp . 2,rl(h- c)BOlVI cos oi,p (I)
The statorpassagelossfrom station0 to I
is representeclby a total pressureratio
PR where
PR. Pl,t (Z)
POot
The change in statorpressureratio with
statorsettingangle is obtainedby express-
ing statorpressureratio in tems of the
kineticenergy losscoefficient e3D
1,I,-'PR . (1 -'E'30)(1 - QI)j (3)
and evaluating e--3Dfrom the viscous loss
equation of (2)
.' e(T) / Re '_-0"z 2A-_0)A31), - ref_kelTe- fref/ Meitner
e3D .....
( )_"(.)ref eI_ref
(4)
where
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z _ TTBE - o _ (5)
H. _z ---TF_- (6)
I + q
- I (T_cr) (7)
q
(')_Re_.2 = 0.03/34 (8)ref
Clearance Flow- In the absence of ex-
periled] data, a clearance flow model is
proposed to account for stator end-clearance
leakage effects. The clearance flow region
is defined as that region extending from the
ends of the stator vanes to the passage end-
wa|Is (hub and/or tip). It is the area un-
blocked by vanes, extending over the clear-
ance height, c. This clearance flow model,
which preOicts effects on pe_omance simi-
lar to those found in (3) for an axial tur-
bine *ith pivoted stator vanes, is based on
the following assumptions:
(I) The clearance flow expands to the
sa_ stator-exit static pressure as the vane
passage flow.
(2) The clearance flow has the same
total pressure loss as the vane passage flow.
(3) Stator inlet moment of tangential
momentum is conserved in the clearance flow.
From these assumgtions, the _elocities
and densities must be the same for both the
passage and clearance flows, but the flow
angles will Giffer. The clearance-flow exit
angle is detemined from conservation of
moment of tangential momentum.
F(rVu)_
al,c - sin-I
L_Ij (9) Meitner
Thus, the clearance flow rate is
5
wc - 2,rlCplVI cos al,c (10)
Mixing-The assu_d mixing process
that ta--6E-e-s-placebetween stations I and 2
i_ludes the mixing of the passage and
i
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ciearance flaws, as well as the expansion of
the mixed flow as it fills the space behirtO
the vane trailing edges. The expansion be-
hind the trailing edges takes place even
with no clearance flow. Mixin§ is assumed
to occur at constant static pressure with
tangential momentum being conserved.
For the mixing process, the total flow
is the sum of the passage and clearance flows
w = Wp + wc (11)
Conservation of tangential momentum between
stations 1 and 2 yields
V1 +
Vu,2 -_- (Wp sin el,p wc sin el,c) (12)
The continuity equation
W
P2Vr,2 . wLpT_-_2h (13)
is solved iter_tivelywlth Eq. (12) for
_ to complete definition of the mixedu, a station 2.
ROTOR LOSS - In the loss model of (I),
the rotor loss is calculated by
LR = K 2 (141
The rotor loss LR represents all losses
in the rotor except incidence loss. A var-
iation in rotor loss coefficient K with
stator area change is expected because of
changes in rotor reaction. That variation
was obtained by using the off-design perfor-
mance computer program of (I) to determine
values of rotor loss coefficient that caused
calculated total efficiency t,_match the
data of (4).
In (4), a design rotor and two moaified
rotors (Fig. 2), one with exaucer extended
to reduce rotor exit area to 53 percent of
aesign area and one with the exducer cut
back to increase rotor exit a_a to !37 per-
cent of design area_ were investigated with
stators having throat areas of 144, 125,
100, be, 42, and 20 percent of the design Meitner
value. All stators were fixed and, thus,
had no vane end-clearance leakage. Each b
configuration used the same vane proflme,
but had varying numbers of vanes and setting
angles to achieve the desired flow areas.
The number of vanes and angles for each con-
f_;gurationare shown in Table I. All exper-
iments were conducted at equivalent Oeslgn
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speed over a range of pressure ratios. The
data for the design rotor was used to deter-
mine the variation in rotor loss coeffi-
cient K with stator area. The data for
the Extended and cutback rotors was used to
test the developed correlation.
For each stator tested with the design
rotor, turbine efficiency at zero incidence
angle (with respect to optimum rotor inlet
flow angle) was calculated by the computer
program of (1) over a range of rotor loss
coefficients, until the calculated total
etficiencies best matched the experimental
data. The relative loss coefficients (loss
coefficients diviaed by loss coefficient for
144 percent stator area, equal to 0.1807
associated with the match points are shown
in Fig. 3, plotted against stator-to-rotor
throat area ratio, which is selected as the
correlating parameter because it reflects
changes in turbine reaction and can be eval-
uated directly from turbine geometry. The
stator-to-rotor throat area ratio AR is
defined by
_I cos QI
AR , A4 cos a4 1157
As seen from Fig. 3, rotor loss coeffi-
cient remains constant for area ratios above
about 0.6. _s area ratio decreases below
0.5, rotor loss coefficient increases rapid-
ly. This trend appears consistent with cal-
culated rotor flow characteristics. Veloc-
ity calculations for the turbine hub section
(47 show significant flow accelerations
across the rotor for stator areas above the
deslgn value (AR values above approximately
0.57. _s stator area decreases below the
design value (AR values beIG_ approximately
0.5), increasing flow aeceleration takes
place. A more detailed description of the
analytical data matching is found in (5).
INCIDENCE LOSS - In the loss model of
(17, the inciaence loss is expressea as
Wg sinni3
LIN " Z 116) Meitner
where the exponent n is 2 for negative
incidence and 3 for positive incidence. The 7
incidence angle is defined with reference to
the optimum rotor-inlet flow angle.
i3 . B3 - 83,opt (I/)
m
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Examination of the experimental performance
maps (I) used to derive the incidence loss
exponents showed a very limited amount of
data in the negative incldence region. The
experimentai results being anaiyzed herein
(4) provided a much better data base, both
in amount of data and range of incidence
angle, for modeling incidence loss. In
order to obtain a continuous variation in
incidence loss with exponent n at negative
incidence angles, the equation for incidence
loss used herein was changeo to that used in
(6).
w (z-cosni3)
L|N _ Z --"-'- (18)
The best overall match between analysis and
experiment, based on all six stators with
the design rotor, was obtained with an expo-
nent n of 2.5 for negative incidence and
1.75 for positive incioence. The modified
incidence loss model provided as good an
analytical match of the data base in (I) as
did the original incidence model.
LOSS MODEL EVaLUaTION
In this section, calc_Jlatedturbine
overall performance uslng the developed loss
model is compared with the experimental per-
formance data for the oesign rozor and the
modified rotors of (4). Also, the effects
of stator vane end-clearance as calculated
by the proposed loss model are presented.
DESIGN ROTOR - The experimental d_t_
for the design rotor with the six stato_s
(144, 125, 100, 66, 42, and 20 percent de-
sign throat area) were used as the data base
for the variation in rotor loss coefficient
with stator area, as well as for the modi-
fied incidence loss model. Figures 4 and 5
show the comparisons bet,een experimental
and calculated flow and total efficiency,
respectively, at constant _esign speed, aF
well as the zero incidence match points.
Overall agreement between analysis and ex-
periment is good, with the exception of the
20 percent stator area case. For the 20
percent area case, the velocity calculations Meitner
of (4) show extensive hub flow separation,
which could result in the analysis not
matching the trend of the efficiency data. 8
Figure 6 shows the effect of incorpo-
rating the variation in rotor loss coeffi-
cient with stator area into the loss model.
The solid lines are the design rotor total
efficiency predictions using rotor losses
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obtained from Fig. 3, while the dashed lines
show the prediction_ using the loss model of
(i) (rotor loss kept constant at design
pnint, value). The _*_-.v v, loss variation of
Fig. 3 is seen to significantly inlprovethe
total efficiency predictions.
MODIFIED ROTORS - The experimental
tests of (4) were also conducted wlth a cut-
back rotor exducer and an extended rotur
exducer having throat areas equal to 137 and
53 percent, respectively, of the design
rotor. The cutback rotor was tested with
stators corresponding to 144, 125, and 100
percent of the design stator throat area,
and the extended rotor was tested with sta-
tors corresponding to 100, 66, 42, and 20
percent of the design stator throat area.
The developed loss model was used to
predict the results of the cutback and ex-
tended rotor tests. The loss coefficients
used for the predictic were obtained from
Fig. 3. Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison
between experimental and calculated flow and
total efficiency, respectively, for the cut-
back and extended rotors. Agreement is gen-
erally satisfactory with regard to both
level and trend. For the same reasons as
discussed for the design rotor, the experi-
mental and analytical efficiency trends for
the 20 percent stator do not match as well
a_ for the other stators. The overall
agreement, however, sustantiates the valid-
ity of the derived correlation of rotor loss
coefficient with stator-to-rotor throat area
ratio.
STATOR CLEARANCE - All data of (4) were
taken with fixed stators having no vane end-
clearance and a direct comparison between
analytical and experimental results for sta-
tor end-clearance leakage is thus not possi-
ble. The described clearance flow model was
used to predict turbine performance for the
design rotor with various stator vane end-
clearances. For all calculations with sta-
tor vane end-clearance, the stator total
pressure ratio PR and the rotor loss
coefficient K were assumed to be equal to
the no clearance values.
Figure 9 shows the calculated effect of
stator clearance on mass flow at constant Meitner
turbine pressure ratio over a range of sta-
- tor area. These results are indepenOent of
turbine pressure ratio. For a given stator 9
clearance, the mass flow ratio increases
rapidly with decreasing stator area. This
occurs because the clearance flow becomes a
larger portion of the total flow as the
passage are_ decreases. As stator clearance
mm
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is increased at a fixed stator area, the
mass flow increases at a rate nearly linear
with clearance. Figure 10 shows the cal-
efficiency at constant turbine pressure
ratio over a range of stator area. These
results vary only slightly with turbine
pressure ratio. For a given stator clear-
ance, the efficiency penalty due to the
clearence flow becomes significantly larger
as stator area decreases. This occurs pri-
marily as a result of the greater loss in
tangential momentum as clearance flow be-
comes a larger part of the total flow. As
statcr clearance is increased at a fixed
stator area, the efficiency penal_y in-
creases at a rate nearly linear with clear-
ance.
SUMMARY
An off-design performance loss model
for a radial turDine with pivoting,
variable-area stators was developed through
a combination of analytical modeling and
analysis of experimental data. A viscous
loss model is used for the variation in sta-
tor loss with setting _ngle. Stator vane
end-clearance leakage effects are predicted
by a clearance flow model. The variation in
rotor loss coefficient with stator setting
angle (for no stator clearance) is obtained
by analytical matchin0 of experimental data
for a rotor previously tested (at constant
speed) with six stators having throat areas
from 20 to 144 percent of design area. an
incidence loss model is selected to oL
best agreement with experimental data.
Predicted turbine performance is compared
with experinental results for the design
rotor as well as for versions of the rotor
having extende_ and cutback exducers. Sam-
ple calculations are made to show the ef-
fects of stator vane end-clearance leakage.
The six design rotor loss coefficients
obtained by analysis from the experimental
data yield a smooth curve when plotted
against stator-to-rotor throat area ratio.
For area ratio above 0.6, rotor loss coeffi-
cient remains constant. As area ratio de- Meitner
creases below 0.5, rotor loss coefficient
increases rapidly. This variation in rotor
loss coefficient with stator throat area is 10
consistent with calculated rotor internal
flow characteristics°
Predicted flows and total efficiencies
for the design rotor, as well as for the
rotor with an extended exducer (53 percent
Ii
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of design rotor throat area) and a cutback
exducer (137 percefJtof design rotor threat
area) agree well with experimental results,
o,r_, for the or
....._, _u peFces,tstalur drea ca_es,
where analysis indicates extensive flow
separation. This good agreement substan-
tiates the validity of the derived correla-
tion of rotor loss coefficient with stator-
to-rotor throat area ratio.
The stator vane end-clearance leakage
model predicts increasing mass flow and de-
creasing efficiency as a result ef end-
clearances. These changes become signifi-
cantly larger with decreasing stator area
and vary almost linearly with clearance.
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iTable I. - Summary of Geometric Data for
Design, Extended and C .-Back Rotors
Design Rotor C)nfigurations
Stator No. of Stator exit Rotor exit
throat stator flow angle- flow angle-
area vanes =I, 84,
(percent deg deg
144 13 64.70 -56.86
125 13 68.00
100 13 72.47
66 15 77.75
42 17 81.38
20 17 85.00
Extended Rotor Configurations
Stator No. of Stator exit Rotor exit
throat stator flow angle- flow angle-
area vanes _I, 84,
(percent deg deg
design)
I00 13 72.47 -72.56
66 15 77.75
42 17 81.38
20 17 85.00
Cut-Back Rotor Configurations
Stator No. of Stator exit Rotor exit
throat stator flow angle- flow angle-
area vanes al, 84,
(percent deg deg Meitner
design)
144 13 64.70 -42.07 I_125 13 68.00
100 13 72.47
I
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oTIOI_....... STATOR....
FicjureI. - Crosssectionofradialturbine, co-11_7-_
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